
The  Making of a  Minor London Chronicle in the
Household of Sir  Thomas Frowyk (died 1485).

ANNE F.  SUTTON  AND  LIVIA  VISSER-FUCHS

A  CHRONICLE OF ONLY  a  few lines is normally of little  value  historically, even
if the  events  recorded occurred in the years 1483-5. If, however, the chronicle
exists in its original manuscript draft and its entries were written within the year (if
not within days) of the events, and the household  that  produced it can be identified
as well as its interests, aquaintances and political sympathies, then  those  few lines
deserve investigation. These particular jottings can be firmly placed' m the London
household of Sir  Thomas  Frowyk (died 1485), a  Yorkist official who could claim  a
relationship with Queen Anne Neville. The entries made on the creation of knights
by Richard III before his coronation— a  separate item in the booklet  that  contains
the chronicle  —  on his burial 1n the Newark at Leicester and the death of Queen
Anne  turn  out to be of particular weight  simply because  they were written within a
household whose  head  had every reason to know the facts correctly; they were also
written immediately after the events described, before the  facts  could be confused.
Apart from these subjects of specifically Ricardian interest this  text  shows  a
chronicle in the process of being created and how  useful  it is to know the author of
any chronicle:  without  that authorship none of the entries would have the
significance  that  can now be attributed to them.

The chronicle which we are calling the ‘Frowyk Chronicle’ forms part of  a
thirty-two  page  booklet  approximately 6 by 8 3/8 inches, bought as  a  single unit
from a stationer or scn'vener of London.l It contained  a  number of  useful  texts  with
plenty of blank pages for additions if the new owner chose to  make  them. The first
leaf of the booklet was blank (f. 214  r-v) followed by the first item, ‘the  namys of
the maires and the sheriffs of London sen’ kynge Richardis  dayis’, that  1s, a
standard, readily available list of mayors and sheriffs from 1189, ending with the
second mayoralty of William Estfeld 1n 1437. There then followed nine blank
pages  (ff. 216- 220)— optimistically provided for the new o_wner’ 5 personal use and
in fact filled m with this chronicle of his own times. The  next  item was  a  list of the
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churches, chapels, colleges, monasteries and anchorages in the franchises of
London (ff.  220v-224v).  A list of the group names for animals followed (f. 225),
than seven blank pages  (ff. 225v-228v), and last there was  a  list  of the companies
of London starting with the Mercers, with  a flourished M  (f. 229r-v). The high
proportion of clean pages in the original booklet is difficult for any modern reader
of the manuscript to visualise as all the blank spaces have been filled in with
memoranda of various kinds, popular  songs, a  prayer for sleep, and  a  few more
lists useful to Londoners, such as  that  of the halls in the city.  These  additions are in

several  hands.  We are concerned here with the  ‘chronicle’ continuation to the List
of Mayors and Sheriffs and with one or two  other  additions written  either  in the
same hands or by Sir  Thomas  Frowyk whose  name  occurs twice in this booklet.

The  Making of the  Chronicle.
The  first addition  to the List of Mayors and Sheriffs  1189-1437  was made probably
in  1481-82  when William  Haryot  was mayor and consists of  a  list of the mayors
from Stephen Brown (1438-39) to Haryot. It can be conjectured therefore  that  the
booklet was bought from  a  stationer’s shop in 1481-82. The person who made
these additions  also  fiddled with the existing list, squeezing in notes marking
where the reigns of Richard II, Henry IV, Henry V  and Henry VI began, and noting
in his own list where  ‘Edward  the iiij’ began. He  also  corrected  a  mistake in the
original list and put the mayors, John Fraunceys (1400-1) and  Thomas  Knolles
(1399-1400), in their proper sequence. He put the figure 14 against the first
mayoralty of Henry Frowyk (1435-36) to show he was mayor in 14 Henry VI, and
he put 23 against his  second  mayoralty (1444-45) in 23  Henry VI. Henry Frowyk
had died February 1460 and it  must  have been someone close to his son, Thomas  —
or  Thomas himself  — who, in 1481—82, was concerned to mark precisely when
Henry had been mayor. The  same  person made one other addition to this booklet:  a
list of those knighted on the vigil of Richard 111’scoronation (f.  226v), for which
see below.

The chronicle  itself  was continued each year by three different persons  1483-
85, joined by two others 1485-97. The first scribe wrote in the name of the  next
mayor, Edmund  Shaa, at some date after 28 October  1482  when he was sworn.  A
second person decided to  amplify this by adding the fact  that  King Richard was
crowned during Shaa’s year and  that  Robert Billesdon was the  next  mayor (1483-
84). The first scribe then went one better and contrived to insert that Queen Anne
was crowned too  — and the  page  had already begun  to look  a  mess! The  first  scribe
continued by noting that Thomas  Hill was the  next  mayor (1484-85) and gives
careful dates for Queen  Anne’s  death and burial at Westminster, adding a  brief
prayer for her soul.  A  third person then made a note of Richard  111’s  death and
burial with  careful  details and  a  prayer for his soul. The first hand then  took  up his
pen again2 and made  a  series of entries recording when Henry VII entered London
and  that  the sweating sickness included among its  victims  two mayors, two sheriffs
and Sir  Thomas  Frowyk  himself.  Thereafter two or  three  hands continued the
chronicle, the scribe who recorded the death of King Richard being the most
active.

By looking at  these  few entries covering 1482-5  we can actually see a
chronicle in the process of being compiled in  a  London household. It was a
haphazard  process, particularly in  this  case, as more  than  one person was involved.
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British Library.  Harleian  M5. 54]. ff, 2 l7v  and 218.  On f. 2l7v. lhc  lisl  0f  mayors ends  and is  followcd  by Ihc  entries (see  text) on Richard and

Anne‘s  coronation  (sg Riv/um]

Henry Vll‘s  coming to London (7710 iij day

), Anne  Neville‘s  deulh  (Qll(‘ll(’ Anm' dwesyd ..

). On f. 218 are the entries  concerning 148576  (see  text).  By permission  of the British  Librmy.
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It was  also  a process  that  was difficult to maintain. Each contributor has  a point  of
view and the deaths of monarchs are considered worthy of  note.  What is curious is
that  two monarchs, Edward IV and V, are omitted entirely: the urge to chronicle
apparently hit the Frowyke household after the accession of Richard III. Whether
the household, or Sir  Thomas,  or his wife, Lady Joan, had  a  particular interest in
the new King and Queen is not clear from this  text  alone. The chronicle continues
to be fairly detailed up to the coronation of Elizabeth of York, and then dwindles

into  a mere list of mayors and sheriffs again.
However brief and apparently insignificant the ‘Frowyk’ chronicle, it was

created in the same spirit  that  inspired the more elaborate compilations such as the
Great  Chronicle  of London or the chronicle now known as Robert Bale's. Its
anonymous authors are  a  genuine presence in the compilation,  even  if the basis of
their work was a standard commercially-produced list bought from a stationer  —  a
list  that  itself had once been created by tidy-minded clerks in  a  city establishment.

Sir  Thomas Frowyk  and his  Family.
The Frowyks were an old merchant family established in London by the first  half
of the thirteenth century.3 In the reign of Henry VI there were two branches, the
second having been founded by Henry, the father of the Sir  Thomas  who is our
main concern. Henry was  a  younger son of the Frowyks of  South  Mimms,
Middlesex, and as such he was apprenticed to a mercer of London, shortly before
1400. He was extremely successful, served as an alderman  1424-56  and sheriff
1427-28, frequently represented the  city in  parliament,  acted as ambassador to the
Hanse  in  1436  and as the English alderman of the Hanse merchants in London
from 1442. He was mayor twice, as already mentioned, his first term of 1435-36
coinciding with the unsuccessful siege of Calais by the Duke of Burgundy, an
event which roused considerable English resentment. It has been  suggested  that it
was Henry Frowyk who commissioned the poem called the  Libelle  of English
Policy at this time — as both a mercer and a mayor of London Henry would have
had strong feelings  about  the safety of the English Staple port. The poem was
written shortly after the siege and is extremely bitter about the  Duke’s  action.4

Henry’s second mayoralty of 1444-45 included the happier  event  of Margaret
of  Anjou’s  coronation which he attended, serving the Queen with wine and  water
as was his privilege as mayor and receiving the cup and ewer as his fee. By the
time he died in February 1460 he had  amassed a sizeable  estate in the city’ and in
the county of Middlesex concentrating on Gunnersbury and Ealing. As was
appropriate to  a  mercer he wished to be buried in the Hospital of St Thomas of
Acre where his company had its headquarters.6 His heir was his son, Thomas.

Thomas had been born  about 1423  to  Henry’s  second wife, Isabel, just before
Henry was elected to be alderman for the first time. Isabel was the widow of
another mercer and, despite her second  husband’s  increasing wealth and  status,
remained a practising silkwoman all her married life.’ From his infancy Thomas
was part of a busy and prosperous  household  at the centre of civic  affairs.  Little is
known of Thomas’s education: he became a mercer after an apprenticeship to his
own father, but he may never have needed to practise the trade. He found, or was

found, a  wife from the same background: his  father  acted for  many years  (1429-46)
as a feoffee for one of the best loved of all London’s  charitable  institutions, St

Bartholomew’s  Hospital, and was therefore in contact with some of the Hospital’s
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Simplified Pedigree of the Charlton ahd Frowyk  families  and their Montague and Neville relatives.

 

 

Adam  Franceys ' Thomas Charlton (2) — m.  —  Alice de  Comwall —  m.  —  (1) Henry Frowyk
d.1408 d.1385-6

Agnes Maud  —  m. —  John Montague Elizabeth  — m. —  Thomas Charlton Henry Frowyk
'  . ' Earl of  Salisbury d.  1448 mercer; mayor

d.1400 d. 1460

Thomas Sir  Thomas Charlton Sir  Thomas Frowyk
Earl of  Salisbury d.1465 d.1485

d.1400 _

Richard Neville — m. — Alice Montague ' ' _  I >Sir Richard  Agnes  —  m. —  Sir  Thomas
d.1485 Bourchier

The Kingmaker

Anne Neville
Queen  of  Richard III



I6 Frowyk Family

Nicholas  John Sturgeon Richard  —  m. —  Joan. Isabel. —  m. — Henry Frowyk
Sturgeon  mercer,  Sturgeon daug. of widow of mercer,
canon of chamberlain of  clerk Walter Cotton, *- William Otis mayor,
Windsor, London 1450-4 of crown rec. gen. of mercer (d.1420), '  d.1459

d.1454 d.1456 d  1456 Margaret of Anjou d.1465

Joan Sturgeon —m— Thomas  Frowyk Elizabeth  —  m.— (1) John Manin
d.1500 kg! 1478, (1. Sept.  1485

— m. —  (2) Roger Appleton

V

Henry Frowyk  —  m.  —  (1) Jane, daug.  of Isabel  —  m.  —  Sir Thomas Haute Thomas  Frowyk  (l) —  m.  —  Elizabeth  —  m.  —  (2) Thomas  lakes

mercer, d.1505  *  Sir Richard Danvers *  after  Sept. 1485 chief justice, d.1506 d.1515 d.1512

—  m.  —(2) Margaret Ford

Thomas Cheney —  bl.  — Frideswide Thomas
d.  1500



other  feoffees  and tenants, such as Richard Sturgeon, clerk of the crown (by 1415
and until 1459) and brother of John Sturgeon, another mercer and Chamberlain of
the city (1454-56).“ The young Thomas  had married Richard Sturgeon’s only child,
Joan, by 1447.

The wealth of  Thomas  and Joan after the deaths of his parents (1460 and 1465)
and her father (1459) was  extensive.  They lived in his father’s great  house  of Ypres
Inn in the  parish  of St Thomas the Apostle at the south end of Cordwainer  Street,
commuting to their main country estate at Ealing and Gunnersbury. Ypres Inn was
in the heart of the city and ensured that they never broke  their  London contacts or
became mere landed gentry.9 Richard Sturgeon's foundation of  a  chapel dedicated
to St Mary and St  Michael  in the cemetery of St Bartholomew’s Hospital which
included them in its prayers was another important reminder of their civic ou'gins.lo

Thomas  was always in demand as a competent administrator, both locally and
for his family and friends: he was  a justice  of the peace for Middlesex from the late
14405  until his death and by 1453  he was steward of the lordship of Isleworth for
the  abbey of  Syon; in 1454 he acted as executor for his wife's uncle, Nicholas
Sturgeon, the musician and  a  canon of Windsor, in  1459  he did the same service

for his father, with his mother and others, and in 1465 for his mother. Between
1468 and  1477  (at least) he was steward of Westminster Abbey, he regularly sat on
local commissions to survey the walls and ditches of the Thames and its  tributades
in the counties of Middlesex and its -neighbours, and he also appeared on
commissions of more immediate and political significance: he assessed the king’s
subsidies and sat on  a  commission of oyer and terminer for London and the
adjacent counties in  August 1483; he inquired  into  treasons in December  1483  and
seized the  forfeited  goods of  traitors; and he was on the commission of may for
Middlesex December  1484.“

Thomas  seems to have been one of those  competent  officials who kept doing
their work efficiently whichever king ruled, and did not get involved in the
dangerous side of politics. His most important office was the Syon stewardship
which he held until  1484  when  a  close associate of his, John Ward, took  over.'2

This office  may have brought  Thomas  Frowyk into close contact with the Yorkist
court when Edward IV deliberately took  over the patronage of this prestigious
religious house, the foundress of whose order, St Bridget, had so clearly
prophesied his accession. The house was also the object of devotion for many
Londoners: Thomas himself made  a  note concerning the  famous  ‘Pardon of  Syon’
in the booklet  that  contains  ‘his’ chronicle.

Knighthood was the acknowledgement of his position and wealth.  This  was
accorded him at the marriage of Richard, Duke  of York, and Anne Mowbray,
Duchess of Norfolk in January 1478, when he was one of four knights to refuse to
pay part of the heralds’ customary fees  — his fellow offenders were William
Redman, Richard Lakin and Henry Wentworth. The herald who reported the
matter, cemented sourly that  the offenders were  ‘not  counselled to show  most
worship’. The heralds complained to the lord Chamberlain, Lord Hastings, who
passed  the matter on to the correct  judge  of such  matters, the constable of England,
Richard Duke of Gloucester. Gloucester ordered the  fees_to  be paid, Frowyk’s
being 20s as a bachelor." Perhaps this little incident accounts for what might
otherwise be dismissed as  a  meaningless statement of  humility in Sir  Thomas’s  will
when he describes himself as  ‘Thomas  Frowike  knyght, unworthy so to be callid’.
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,  Throughout their lives he and his wife had  contacts  with the royal court and
administration. When they manied in the  late 14405  Joan’s father was a  clerk of
the crown, one paternal uncle, Nicholas, a canon of Windsor, and  a  maternal uncle,

William  Cotton, receiver-general of the duchy of Lancaster and of Queen Margaret
of Anjou (1446-55), and keeper of the  king’s  great wardrobe (1451-53). All these
men died in the mid-14505, William Cotton dying at the first  battle  of St Albans."
Another politically active  relative who successfully survived the change to a
Yorkist king was Thomas' cousin in the  half  blood, Sir  Thomas  Charlton, member

of Henry VI’s  household and speaker of the parliament of  1453-4.  Charlton’s
kinship to Alice Montacute, Countess of Richard Neville, Earl of Salisbury and
brother of Edward  IV’s  mother, may have served him well during the political
changes of the late 1450s and 14605. Like Thomas Frowyk, Charlton was the
extremely wealthy descendant of several London merchant families with  estates
centering on Edmonton and Hillingdon in Middlesex. He remained a local official
and on good terms with his Frowyk relatives until his death in 1465.“

Thomas’ stewardship of Isleworth for the Abbey of Syon  must  have always
been his most important role, and the role in which  many courtiers and Londoners
encountered him. His other commissions and his stewardship of Westminster
Abbey introduced him to most people of any consequence in the London and
Middlesex area: Sir John Elrington, the treasurer of Edward  IV’s  household (1474-
83), Avery Cornburgh (died 1487) and Sir John Say (died 1478), two other
ubiquitous royal servants with strong city connections; city lawyers who lived in St
Bartholomew’s Close like Thomas and Robert  Luyt,  John Wood, the younger
brother of John Wood the treasurer of England; and in the reign of Richard  III,  the

king’s  secretary, John Kendale, who was on the-commission of array for Middlesex
in December  1484  (if his duties allowed him to  attend).  Others were Frowyk's
relatives like Sir Richard Charlton, son of his father’s step-brother, or Richard
Gardener, the  mercer  and alderman who had married Ethelreda, daughter of

William  Cotton  (the receiver-general) and cousin of Joan Sturgeon.l6 Family
marriages reinforced useful contacts, particularly in the law in which his second
son was to be so conspicuously successful: his sister, Elizabeth’s first husband was
the heir of John Martin the justice of common  pleas;  and his eldest son, Henry,

had, by 1475, married Jane, the daughter of Sir Robert Danvers the justice of
common pleas who had died in  1467  but who must  have  been long known to
Frowyk as an inhabitant of St  Bartholomew’s Hospital  Close if not as a recorder of
London.”

The wills of the Frowyks record  a close  and affectionate family with much
exchange of keepsakes, jewels and books. Henry Frowyk, twice mayor of  London,
left his breviary and missal to his widow, Isabel, along with many of the
furnishings of his private chapel; his personal primer or  book  of hours, his psalter,
his small red breviary and his second  best  missal, along with the rest of his
chapel’s  furnishings went to Thomas. From his mother, Isabel, in 1465, Thomas

received her tablet of gold with St Mary, her sixty-bead coral rosary and the rest of
the chapel furnishings of his father. His wife, Joan, got Isabel’s  best  book  of hours

(‘primer’) covered in blue velvet and decorated with the Frowyk arms (which she
in her turn was to pass to her second son, Thomas, the chief justice), and the gold
rosaries given to Isabel by her husband, Henry. Joan  also  received Isabel’s  agnus
dei with its pearl buttons.”
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The crisis occasioned by the invasion of  Henry Tudor and the defeat of the
king at Boswonh hit the Frowyk family directly. Sir Richard Charlton,  ‘cousin’ of
Sir  Thomas  and his junior by about  thirty years,  went  on Richard  III’s last
campaign  and was killed. Sir Richard was a  cousinly relative of both the king and
his dead Neville  queen-and  may have placed considerable value on this relationship
— a value that is also reflected in the  emphasis  of the Frowyk ‘chronicle’. Sir
Thomas and his household would have been interested in Queen  Anne  Neville’s
career as a ‘relative’ and  also  concerned to know details of the  fate  of the dead
after Bosworth, which included Sir Richard Charlton as well as King Richard  — and
again the chronicle reflects this.”

In the event the  Charltons  managed to survive Bosworth and the attainder of
Sir Richard remarkably well; the widow was accorded her life estate and the
Charlton lands  passed  to Charlton’s brother-in-law, Sir  Thomas  Bourchier,  a  rebel
of  1483  who  fought  on the winning side  at Boswoxth.2°

Sir  Thomas  Frowyke died on 28 September 1485 of the sweating sickness  that
hit London with such devastating effect  in this  month  and no  doubt  distracted
many citizens from the political anxieties of coping with  a  new and unknown king,
with the death, exile or return of friends and with many new and unknown royal
servants. Someone in Sir  Thomas’s  household recorded his death with obvious
regret: ‘the moor  pytte’.  Sir  Thomas  had managed to make his will six days earlier:
he had asked to be bun'ed in the  chapel  of St  Anne  in his parish church of Ealing.
He  left  his lands in Middlesex,-Berkshire, Wiltshire and London equably and
sensibly between  his sons, Henry and Thomas, and his widow was to enjoy her life
estate  including their  London house, Ypres Inn.  She, John Ward, his successor as
‘steward of  Syon', and  a  Master William Turner, were his executors. Shortly after
his  death  his daughter, Isabel, to whom he had  left a  substantial marriage portiori,
mam'ed  Sir  Thomas Haute  of Bishopsboume, Kent, the son of Sir William who
had been involved in the 1483 rebellion against Richard III  — perhaps  a  judicious
marriage to balance the  Frowyks’ ‘Yorkist  books’ with the new regime.

Joan Sturgeon survived Thomas -by fifteen years using Ypres Inn as her  town
house  until she died in 1500; the house  then passed  to her second son, Thomas, the
lawyer, soon  to  become  one of the youngest chief  justices  ever appointed (in
1502). It is very probable that the booklet with its chronicle remained in Ypres Inn
over these years, and  that  the chronicle was continued in this house. It may have
been the  chief  justice who added the names of the legal inns to the list of the halls
in London in the booklet. The chief justice died in 1506, but his second wife and
widow, Elizabeth, continued to own Ypres Inn which was eventually to pass to
their sole surviving child, Frideswide. She in turn married  Thomas Cheney, a
successful servant of the Tudor kings and queens. Whether the chronicle continued
in the ownership of the Cheneys is not known.

The  Ownership and  Making of BL, Harley Ms.  541.
The evidence of Frowyk ownership of the booklet in the manuscript itself is
reinforced by the history of the  family given  above. The internal evidence consists
of the annotations to the list of mayors picking out the mayoralties of  Henry
Frowyk, the long note recording the death of Sir  Thomas  Frowyk in 1485, the
drawing of the mark put on the  beak  of his swans (f.  228v) and, on the same  page,
the note listing the indulgences  that went with  saying prayers over the so-called
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British Library, Harleian Ms. 541, f.  228V.  The first text is a prayer for sleep;
it reads:

Upon my ryght syde y me laye, blesid lady to they prey:
For the teres that ye lete upon yowre  swete  sonnys feete,
Sende me grace for to slepe and good dremys for to mete,
Slepyng, wakyng til morowe daye  bee.
Owre lorde is the frwte, oure lady is the tree,
Blessid be the blossom that sprange, lady, of the.
In nomine patris etc. et filii et spiritus sancti. Amen

Below the prayer is the mark put on the beaks of Sir Thomas Frowyk's swans
(see text). followed by the The  pardon  0f the  Syon Bede:  (see text). Below that
is written:

Sanctus Iacobus in epistula. In multiloquio non deest peccatum
this is to sey In moche speche lakketh not synne.

The quotation is Proverbs 10:19, and not from the  Letter  of St  James  but
nicely paraphrases part of the contents of the  Letter.  By permission of the
British Library.
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‘Syon  beads’:
The pardon of  Syon  Bedez. For  every patemoster CCCC dayez

For every Ave Maria  CCCC dayez
For every credo  CCCC  dayez

The summe of the pardon to the hole Sawter is 1x M1 vij et ijC  dayez
The Bridgettine double house of Syon was popula: for the many indulgences it
could offer to pilgrims. In  1425, at Henry V’s request, the  pope  had granted the
house the so-called  Vincula  indulgence, remission of punishment for sins
equivalend to those available at Rome on the feast of St. Peter ad  Vincula  (1
August)“ Visitors  could obtain this shortening of their  time  in Purgatory by 500
years on the fourth Sunday in Lent and at  Lammastjde  (1  August).  Sermons given
by the Syon monks explaining the pardon drew large audiences; several of the  texts
survive. The brethren  also  blessed special  rosaries (the beads), a practice that  must
have  existed in Frowyk’s time but was only officially continued by the  pope  in
1500. There was  apparently some uncertainty about  the  value  of the prayers  said
over these beads and it was probably this  uncertainty which necessitated the note in
the present manuscript. The rosaries were described as having either five or  sixty-
three beads and  special  prayers were said with them, various symbolic meanings
were given to the number of  beads  and even to the number of words in the  text  of
the devotions. In one manuscript22 five short prayers are given, each to be followed
by a ‘refrain’ that was to be ‘sayde on every bede’:

O  swete blessyd Jhesu for thi holy name and thy bytter passion, save  us
from  synne  and  shame  and endless damnacion and bryng us to thi blysse.
Amen.

This  text  ends:
Say at  every verse a pater  noster,  and  ave,  v’-1 in all, with one credo.

Frowyk’s memorandum may mean  that  each of these additional prayers carded
(another?) 400 days of remission of sins with them. Sir  Thomas  was steward of
Syon  for over  thirty years and people may have  turned to him regularly for details
about the pardon.

Lesser evidence of Frowyk ownership may lie in the addition of the legal inns
to the list of halls in London, which might have interested the younger Thomas, the
lawyer, or  those about him.“

The Frowyks did not only use their  ‘notebook’ for factual information. The
blank outer leaf of the  booklet  was filled with two poems, the first, in one  neat
hand, ending on'the verso  side.  After  a  two-line space the same hand started
copying out the second poem, but ended half-way along the  third line;  another (?)
hand, very similar but less  neat  and using black ink instead of brown,  took  over,
actually redoing the last letters of the first scribe.  Both  hands resemble some of
those that  made additions to the chronicle on f. 218v.

The first” of .the two  poems  is unique to the present manuscript, the second26 is
also  very rare, and both  have often  been printed. The first begins:

Now ys crystmas  y  cum

Fadyr and son to gedyr in con in fere  a
Holy goste  as ye be con

The second begins:
Brynge us  home  good  ale, sir, brynge us  home good  ale,
And for owre ladys lady love, brynge us  home  good  ale.
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Elsewhere in the booklet (f.  228), a different (and later?) hand copied the so-called
ABC of Aristotle,” a  metrical poem of twenty-three lines, each  beginning with  a
letter of the alphabet and telling children what behaviour to  avoid; for example,
they should not be:

Q  to” queynt, to querelous, to  questife  of questions.
The presence and  appearance  of  these  texts  in verse emphasise the very diverse
interests and impromptu character of the Frowyk ‘collection’.

The  Historical Interest  of the  Entries, 1483-87:  the  Death  of  Anne Neville  and
the  Death  and  Burial Place  of  Richard III.
The entries for the years 1483-87 are not without interest. The statements on the
death and burial of Queen Anne on 9 and 25 March, the death and burial of King
Richard, and the group of entries on Henry VII’s  first two years deserve comment.

Even in their brevity the entries convey a certain Yorkist bias  that  persists for  a
while in this chronicle after Bosworth. The deaths of Anne Neville and Richard
himself are mentioned with care and perhaps regret or, at the least, sympathy; some
words of prayer for their souls are added. If the Frowyk family were not known to
have had such close links with the Charltons and been very aware of  —  and
presumably pleased with — their kinship to Richard lII’s queen, these phrases could
be too easily dismissed as merely conventional interest in the ruling royal house.
More obviously emphatic is the partisan description of Elizabeth of York, twice, as
‘King Edward’s daughter the Fourth’, when such  a  reminder of her descent had
become unnecessary.

What is the value and significance of  Frowyk’s note about  Richard  111’s place
of burial? Because of Sir Richard  Charlton’s  presence at the battle of Bosworth it is
likely the Frowyks had news early and that they made an  effort  to get  precise
information about  the burial of the dead. There is an understandable  mistake  about
the location of the battle  —  ‘eight  miles from Coventry — but the informant is
unlikely to  have made  up, or been in error  about, the fate of the  King’s body:
‘bered  atte  Layceter in the newe  vorke’.  It is generally assumed that Richard’s
body was  displayed  in the Newark and this is very probably correct.29 The  ‘New
Work’ of Leicester was an area of  seventeen  acres, enclosed by a wall, the river
and the adjoining castle. In Richard’s day it contained the collegiate church of St
Mary of the Annunciation, described by one of  Richard’s  clerks of the signet as:

libera  Capella  nostra  sive  Ecclesia  Collegiata  Novi operis  beate  Marie.
infra villam  nostram  Leicestre’o

The  Newark’s  enclosed situation and neamess to the castle, where he was  staying,
made  it an ideal place for Henry Tudor to show his rival's dead body in the
established way to the curious townspeople."

That  the dead king was also  buried  within the Newark and its church, even if
only for a short period, is possible. The dean and canons of the college could have
claimed the right to bury him, especially as he had helped  them  in the past to
regain control over their revenues from Welsh possessions which they were in
danger of losing.32 The current  orthodoxy is  that  Rict was buried in the church
of the Grey Friars, which was very close to the Newark. As late as 1495/6,
however, the commissioners of a new tomb for the long-dead king could still write
that  the tomb was to be set up in the church of the ‘Newark', and only later realise
their  mistake  and correct  this  to ‘of  ffrers’.  It is unlikely they would  have  been
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confused  if Richard had lain in the church of the Grey rnars  cm mm». H...  man...
If such a removal of Richard's remains  took place  from the Newark to the Grey
Friars, it is difficult to  suggest  a reason for it. It is just possible that Henry VII
decided  that  the magnificent Church of the Annunciation founded by the dukes of
Lancaster was unsuitable for the last Yorkist  king; it is  also  possible there was
simply no suitable place for the proposed  tomb.”

Considen'ng the strictly contemporary information of the Frowyk chronicle and
the fact  that a ‘mistake’ was still possible after ten years, it must be concluded  that
Richard IlI’s body was undoubtedly displayed in or in front of the church of St.
Mary-in-the—Newark and that he may have  been buried there for  a  number of years,
perhaps until a new  tomb  was made. It may also  be significant  that  the earliest and
most  detailed reference, the one by John  Rous, reports  that  Richard  ‘ultimately’
was buried m the choir of the Friars Minor of Leicester’ (finaliter apud  fratres
Minores Leicestriae m Charo sepultus est).  3“

The  List  of  Lords  and  Knights made  by Richard  111  before  his  Coronation.
[f.  226v] Theese  lordys were create on seynt Petyrs daye the fyrst yere of  kyng
Richard the thrydd.
The lord howard Duke of Norfolk
Sir  Thomas  howard his son erle of Surry
The lo'rd Berklay erle of Notyngham
Sir Edward Gray Viscount  Lysle

knyghtes dubbed the same day
Sir William Jenney justic’
Sir [blank] Hopton
Sir  [blank] Percy
Sir Robert  Dymmok
[for editorial practice see below]
As mentioned  above  this list  is in the  same  hand which annotated the original list
of mayors and sheriffs and added more names up to  1481-2, probably in 1481-2.

. Up to now the  accepted  source for the names of the knights dubbed on this day
has been Writhe’s  Book  of Knights, British Library, Ms.  Add. 46,354, f.  11v.  John
Writhe was Garter King of  - Arms at the time, but his account only survives in a
later  copy." Because the Frowyk note is strictly contemporary and  exists  in its
original form it is-an extremely useful  additional  source; The details of both lists
generally correspond well. The date of St Peter’s day (and St  Paul’s) — 28 June  — is
right for the creation of the new peers; it seems possible, however, that-Frowyk is
wrong in putting the dubbing of the knights on the  same  day. The peers were
certainly created on the 28 June, the  Saturday, but were probably invested on the
following day, Sunday,  and the knights created after this second ceremony. If this
is an error on Frowyk’s part, a proof of the  strict  contemporaneity of his note is his
omission from the  list  of the name of Humphrey Starkey, baron of the Exchequer,
whom Frowyk would have known well when recorder of London. Starkey was
knighted  a  week later, on Saturday 5 July, according to Writhe. Later and  less  well
informed people than Writhe and Frowyk were to put  Starkey’s  dubbing in June
along with  the  others.  Frowyk was uncertain of the Christian  names  of William
Hopton and Robert Percy, an understandable gap in his knowledge as they were
‘new’ men from the Duke of Gloucester’s entourage.-He had served on
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commissions with William Jenney who was an established justice, so he had no
problems with his  name.

If it was indeed Sir  Thomas  Frowyk himself who added this list to his
memoranda book, he must have  been writing immediately after the event.

The  Chronicle, 1482-87
[Editorial practice: no punctuation has been added and the original capitalisation
has been retained; thorn has been rendered as th; obvious abbreviations,  such  as
those for first names, have been extended; <  > indicates words written above or
below the line by the  same  scribe; (  ) indicates  a  deletion by the scribe.]
Edmond Schawe36
kyng Richard crownyd the same yere”
And quene Anne in the same yere  that  Schawe was maior"
Robert Byllysdon39
Thomas  Hylle
Quene Anne desesyd thys same yere <at  westm’>  that Thomas  Hylle was mayor
the xvj day of marche And bered the ix day after  atte Westmyst’ god have merci
on’ her soulle Amen“o
The same yere  Kyng Richard was scleyne att Redmore feld viij mile be seide
Coventr’ upon’ Seint Bartilmewis eve eve  [sic] And bered  atte  Laycet’ in the newe
<vorke> god have his  soulle‘"
The iij day of September kyng harry the vij com’ in to London [£218] The xx day
aftyr dyde syr  Thomas hyll’ mayer of london of the  swetyng syknes & vi alldermen
the iiij day after was chosyn syr Wyllyam  Stoker  mayer of London & desesyd.
The iij <day>  aftyr was chosyn <John Warde> mayer of london
The  same  yere dyde Chestre & Brytten schryvys of london
The  iiij day“2 aftyr Syr .Thomas Hyll <mayer> dyde Syr  Thomas  Frowyke knyte
<on mykkylmas daie eve> the moor  pytte  was Gode  have  mercy on hys sowle &
many a  worchyppull’ man’ moo of the  swtyng syknes On hos sowles Iesu have
mercy‘"
John-Tate and John Swan vic’
Hugh  Bryse mayer of london the  same  yere And keped his fist on Simond day &
Jude
The second day after  was  Kyng hary the vijthe the  xxxthe  day of octobre
Crownde“
The xviij the day of january kyng herry the vijthe was wedyd to my lady elsabeth
kynge  Edwdwardeys  [sic] dowter the  iiijthe“
[f.218v] the ijde yere of hys reyne was prynce Artur borne in the monethe of
Septembre the Tewesdy be fore michellmasse day upon seynt Edwardus day after
was sir harre Colett chosen mayer of london
<percyvale  vic’
hugh  Clopton>
The ijde yere of hys Reyngne  kyng Hane gote  Stoke  feld  the xvj day of Jule And
there was sclayne the Erle of lyncolne And Manyn’ Smerth with dyvers others
kynge Harre com to london the iijde day of Novemb"° Also he made Mr
<William> Horne (ky kneyte) mair of london kneyte Also he made [blank]
persyvale  knyte  be twene hargey parke and Iselden commynge to london ward
(Sn) Sir John Fyncell [blank] Remyngton Schereffz
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Quene  Elizabeth kyng Edwardus dowter the iiijthe was crovned the xxx day of
Novembr  atte Westm’
Robert Tate  Major
William Isack  Radulphus Tylney schereffes of  london"
William Whyte maire of london William  Capell knyte  & shiref John Broke shireff“
[The  third scribe continues the list of mayors and sheriffs up to the mayoralty of
William Purchase  m 1497, his hand becoming increasingly careless. He made one
note recording the battle of Blackheath. ]

Later Ownership of the  Manuscript
The Frowyk booklet is now part of  British  Library, Harleian manuscript 541. The
other contents of Harley 541 are very diverse and in-elevant to the present study.
Apart from the fourteen-page booklet containing fifteenth-century verse which
immediately precedes the Frowyk material, all items are sixteenth-century or later.
The paper of  this  verse booklet is smaller in size and has  a  different watermark?“
its script does not resemble any of the hands  that  put together the Frowyk
‘chronicle’ and the  text  contains no information concerning possible early
owners.’0 The  poems  are all in English and have been printed in various
collections."

The two shon poems on the outer leaf of the Frowyk booklet perhaps saved it
from destruction because they aroused  the interest of  a book  collector on the look-
out for Middle English verse. It was  this  collector who added the Frowyk booklet
to the other small manuscript, the one containing fifteenth-century verse.  This
happened at an unknown date and probably before the ownership of  Ralph  Starkey
who was mainly interested in historical material. Starkey is likely to  have  owned
Harley 541 in its entirety as his handwriting occurs in another part of the
manuscript. After  Starkey’ s death m  1628  the manuscript was  bought  by Sir
Symond D’ Ewes (1602-50), the  antiquary and collector of books and records who
kept it among his  exotic texts  in Sanskrit and Chinese, because its first item, then
as now, is in Welsh.52 From D’Ewes the book  went  to Robert Harley, and from him
to the British Library.

There is another possible owner, who is much more likely to have joined the
verse booklet to the Frowyk ‘chronicle’: the antiquary John Stow. Starkey's
collection included many papers that had belonged to  Stow, and the latter’s
handwriting does occur in Harley 541,  though only in the Frowyk section, where
he added brief notes to the list of London churches.” This and the other lists may
have been  Stow’s  main reason for preserving the Frowyk chronicle, but his
interests were also literary and it may have been he who first brought the two
booklets together  because  of their verse  content.  By so doing Stow  preserved a
small but very interesting ‘London  chronicle’.”
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precisely, but the  frequent  mentions of Wards in  Frowyk wills  suggests he  must have been  of the Wards of

Hinxworth. He may be the  mercer  and alderman (1468-76) who died in 1487 and  left  £10 to the  nuns  of

Syon,  London, Guildhall Library. Commissary Court  of  London,  Registers of Wills,  Ms.917ll7,  f.69.
Thrupp,  Merchant  Class.  pp.372-73.

A.  Wagner.  The  Heralds  of England.  A  Hismry afthe Callege  of Anus,  London  1967. p.75..

Cotton,  like Richard Sturgeon and the  Frowyks  was  a  mencer,  and  man’ied  the daughter of  another.  Davis,

Ancestry of Mary Isaac,  pp.249-51.  R.  Somerville,  The  Duchy of Lancaster,  London  1953,  pp.195,399.

The  Frowyks were feoffees  of the Charltons and vice  versa., Davis,  Ancestry of Mary lmac,  pp.227-8,

238, 242; Wedgwood,  Biographies,  pp.l73-4;  Complete Peerage,  Salisbury,  vol.ll,  pp.395-98; LS.

Roskell, The  Commons  and  their Speakers  in  English Parliaments  1376-1523.  Manchester  1965. pp.7l.
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20.
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29.

See note above listing commissions  1476-85.  Apart  from  Davis,  Ancestry of Mary Isaac,  for  Gardener,  see
KG.  Bradberry.  The world of  Ethelreda  Gardener,  The  Ricardian,  vol.9,  no.115  (Dec.l99l), pp.  146-53.

Apart from  Davis, Ancestry of Mary Isaac,  see  F.N.  Macnamam,  Memorials  of the  Danvers Family,
London 1895, pp.102-3,  110-16..

This  is but a small  selection  of the interchange of  items.  often  traceable over several generations.  Davis,
Ancestry of Mary Isaac,  renders  the  decoration  of the  agnus  dei as  pearl  ‘buttons'. The original has not
been  checked.  This  jewel  may have  resembled the Middleham  Jewel  which  once  also had such  ‘buttons’.
Sir Thomas  Charlton. died  1448.  was  first cousin  of the  Earl  of Salisbury who was great-grandfamer of
the Kingmaker. No  record  of Richard Charlton’s burial with his father at Edmonton  survives, and no will
survives, W.E.Hampton.  Memorials  of the  Warx  of the  Roses.  Upminster 1979.  no.180.  Sir Richard is
mentioned in the short  list  of knights  present  at the  bayne  (part  of the  ceremony creating a  Knight of the
Bath) of the young prince of Wales in  1475.  EL, Ms.  Add.  46, 354  (Writhe's  Book of Knights), ff.  7r-v,
60
W. Campbell,  Materials  for the  History of the  Reign  of Henry VII,  Rolls Series.  2  vols.  London  1873-7.
vol.1,  p.216; Wedgwood, Biographies, pp.95-96; see  also  the VCH  references cited  above,  n.15.  The
Charlton heir  secured  a  reversion  of the anainder in 1503, RP,  vol.6. p.526a.

0n the  pardon  and the  bedes  see VCH Middlesex,vol.l,  p.186; Brian  Spencer,  Pilgrim  Souvenirs  and
Secular  Badges,  Salisbury Museum  Medieval cataloye,  pt.1.  Salisbury 1990, pp.45-6;  J.T.  Rhodes, Syon
Abbey and its religious publications in the sixteenth century,  Journal  of Ecclexiastical  History,  vol.44
(1993).  pp.l3-4;  F.R.  Johnston, The English  cult  of SLBridget of  Sweden,  Analecta  Ballandiana,  vol.103
(1985),  pp.90-2;  and  references  given in all  these.  Confusion  appears  to reign  concerning the exact  form,
value.  nature and use of  both  the  prayers  and the  indulgences.

.  BL Ms. Harley 494. ff.105-106.

.  That  is: 5.

.  The suggestion that the  chronicle  might have been  associated  with Sir  Thomas  Hille,  mayor  of London
1484-5,  because  his  name occurs several times  in the  chronicle  is outweighed by the myk  evidence.
The  references  to Hille in the chronicle are usually for the  purposes  of dating events  by his  mayoralty.
Meale, thesis  (see  n.1),  pp.221-22.

.  Carleton  Brown  and  RH.  Robbins, The  Index  of Middle English  Verse,  New York  1943. no.2333.

.  Index,  no.549.

.  This copy does  no:  have  the prologue; the text  also  appears elsewhere in the  present  ms. (£213) with
prologue.  Index, nos.47l, 3793,  4155.  The ABC on  £228  was  copied  in  after  the  next  page was  filled  as it
leaves  blank the  space  in the middle of the folio where the ink of the  swan's  mark  is  visible  through the
paper.
Le. ‘too’.
See Rhoda Edwards, King Richard’s  tomb at  Leicester,  The  Ricardian,  vol.3,  no.50.  1975, pp.8-9;  P.W.
Hammond.  The  burial place  of Richard III, Notes and  Queries, The  Ricardian, vol.4, no.59. Dec.l977,
pp.30-1;  Audrey Strange, ‘The  Gley Friars. Leicester', in 1.  Petra. ed.. Richard  III,  Crown  and  People,
Gloucester  1985,  pp.24-30;  David Baldwin.  King Richard’s  grave in Leicester,  Transactions  of the
uicesterslzire  Aechaeological  and  Historical Society, vol.60  (1986). pp.21-4; Peter  I.  Foss, The  Field  of
Redmare;  (he  Battle  of Bomorth, I485,  Rosalba  Press, 1990, pp.33, 59, nn.79-80; and  references  given in
all  these.  The  earliest source  giving the  Grey Friars  church as Richard’s  burial  place  is John  Rous  who
must  have been  writing 1490-2  (see  n.34,  below).  The  evidence about  the displaying of the  body has so far
been  found only in the ‘Ballad of  Boswonh Field’. known only from a  late  copy, temp. James  I in BL, Ms.
Add.  27,879.  £443,  lines  643-6:

they brought King Richard thither with might

as  naked  a_s he home might  bee.
and in  Newarke  laid was hee

that many a one might looke on him.

Stow had  earlier made  a  prose  summary of the Ballad  from a lost copy and  copied  this  into one of his
other notebooks,  Ms.  Harl.  542 (not to be  confused  with the ms.  under  discussion  here.  Harl. 541).  His
summary contains the same description, but the Frowyk note  must  have  escaped  Stow for he  does  not use
it in any discemable way in his  Chronicles  (1580) or his  Annales  (1605).
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32.
. See PRO,  Early Chancery Proceedings, C1/206/69; see  Edwards (see  n.29).  passim.  Since  the  date  on the

‘Our  free  chapel or collegiate  church  of St Mary of the Newark in our town of  Leicester',  Britixh Library

Harleian Manuscript  433,  ed.  Rosemary Horrox  and  P.W.  Hammond, 4  vols.,  Gloucester  1980. vol.2,

p.156,  f.  185v.  The main  sources  for the  church  of the  Newark  are:  A.H.  Thompson,  The  History of the

Hospital  and the New  College  of the  Annunciation  of St  Mary in the  Newarke, [Zia-ester,  Leicester  1937,

passim; and  RA.  Brown, HM. Taylor and AJ. Taylor,  eds..  The  History of the  King '3  Works,  vol.1.  The

Middle  Ages,  London 1963,  pp.266-68.

Wawvick and his  brother  had  been displayed  at  St.Paul's  after  Bamet,  their bodies  almost  naked  and laid

in wooden  coffins.  Whether  such exhibitions  took  place  (just?) inside the church or in from of it, is not

clear.

Hon-ox  and  Hammond (see  n30),  ibid.  p.93.

document  is  very difficult to  read  it may be a totally different  one.  The  church  is considered one of the  lost

treasures  of medieval England. We are grateful to Dr  Christopher  Wilson for the suggestion that the

lancastrian  church may have  been considered  unsuitable for Richard's  tomb.  The  church  had,  however,

also received  patronage  from  both Richard and Hastings and  cannot  be  seen  as exclusively Lancastrian

(see  refs.  in  n.30).  If John  Rous‘s  statement  that  Richard was  buried  in the  Grey Friars  (see  n.34)  and the

Chancery case  conceming the new  tomb ordered  by Henry could  be  dated more  accurately,  we might be in

a  position to  assess Henry's motives  for paying for a tomb at  that time.  As it is. only conjectures  are

possible.

.  John  Rous,  Histaria Regum  Angliae,  ed. Thomas  Heame, Oxford  1716. p.218.

.  Compare  A.F.  Sutton and  P.W.  Hammond.  The  Coronation  of  Richard  III.  Gloucester  1983.  pp.26,  273,

n.57.  '
.  The  first hand.
. The  second hand.

.  First hand.

.  Second hand.

.  First  hand.

.  Third  hand.

.  ij is written in the margin.

.  First  hand, or possibly an entirely new hand (a fifth).

.  Third  hand.

. A  fourth  hand.

.  This is the single fact  that  appears to have  been taken from  this  little  chronicle by modern  historians, see

W  Busch,  England  unter  den  Tudors,  Stuttgart 1892,  p.39. n.2.

.  All  above  in the third  hand.

.  The  first  hand.

.  See  Meale  (see n.1). p.219.  The watermarks of both  booklets were very common  in England in the 1470s

and  14805.

.  At the end of the courtesy poem  (Index  1920)  Lyryll children here  ye may  [ere  (ff.  210 and  207r-v)  is

written: Explicit. Ileme  or be  lewde/quod  whytyng.

.  Carleton Brown,  A  Register of  Middle English Religious  and  Didactic  Verse,  Oxford  1916 pt. 2, pp. 307-

08,  lists  the contents of  Bar]  541.

.  A. G. Watson, The  Library  of Sur  Symond  D'Ewes,  London 1966,  Pp.24-6,  217 (A 955 c).

.  Ff.220v,  221,  221v.  222,  224v.

. As far as can be seen Stow did not use the historical  materials, such  as it is, from the Frowyk chronicle,

e.g.  Richard’s  ‘burinl' in the  Newarke,  see above.
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